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children's city into which no others were admitted ; and
at another point holiday makers were being let do*wn
in turn by parachutes, to which, however, I noticed that
a rope was attached, with small groups of soldiers at
the bottom to help to smooth the^ contact with the
ground. Here are some of the posters or short notices:
"Greetings to a New Year and new triumphs";
" Hurrah for the best friend of physical culture—our
native, beloved Stalin " ; " What October has done for
me " ; " We must have soap " ; " It (Russia) is growing
and getting strong " ; one of the commonest of all is
" The cadres settle everything."
One of the chief features of these posters is the ubiquity
of Stalin, who comes out as the national leader responsible
for everything ; for instance, the children " thank Com-
rade Stalin for a bright and happy childhood."   Stalin
has no post in the Soviet Government and is General
Secretary of the Communist Party.   It is almost as if
Communism were being absorbed into the other peculi-
arities of Russia, or, to change the metaphor, as if after
the revolution we had Napoleon.   I was shown some
propaganda films, of which the longest was a great
parade of physical culture on the Red Square.   It was
a splendid show, and the innumerable units went past
with a swing and in perfect order.   I can imagine that
in a filrn of the Cup Final in England the machine might
at one moment turn on to the King and his escort
applauding, but here, after each separate unit went past,
it moved back to Stalin and his little group of hierarchs,
who were always displayed in the same order, with
Voroshxlov, head of the Red Army, on his right, and the
Prime Minister, Molotov, only on his left.  Though this

